Week of: August 19-23, 2019

Parent’s Initials: _________

Classroom News
—Ms. Crabtree’s Class—
Spelling Words:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

crop
test
clock
spent
drop
left
sled
plot
spend
west
block
tent
desk
flock
nest

Problem of the Day
(POD):

2x4=8 4x2=8 8/2=4
8/4=4
2x5=10 5x2=10
10/2=5 10/5=2
Multiplication for the
Week: 2’s
Suffixes:
Attached to the back of this sheet.
** Make sure to practice these at
home! They will be difficult if you
don’t.

Test Dates:
Thursday (8/22)—Spelling Test
Friday (8/23)— Vocabulary Test, POD Test,
Multiplication Test (2’s)
Weekly Objectives:
Reading: Sequencing, Summarizing, Rate, and Novel
Study: Because of Winn Dixie (Chapters 5-8)
Math: Ordering numbers, Comparing numbers, and
rounding numbers up to 4 digits
Grammar: Subjects and Predicates
History/Science: Maps and Force/Motion

Important Dates

August 23- Back to School Dance ($5.00)
August 28th- School Pictures
Contact Info:

Join the class Remind for all important
reminders. Text “@724b4b” to 81010.
Vocabulary Words:
tossing- to flip things up and down
gigantic- something that is very big
bored- having not much to do and feeling like time is
passing slowly
excitement- looking forward to something
happening or being really happy in the moment
exception- something that happens out of the
normal routine; different than normal
disappointed- not being happy about something that
you thought would turn out better
aimlessly- to not have a clear plan, like walking
around with nowhere to go
screeched- to scream loud and at a high pitch
pondered- to think very carefully about something
to help make a tough decision
deed- something you do or an action you take
spotted- to see something
suspicious- to wonder about or not trust someone
or something
continued- to go on and not stop
created- to make something or come up with an
idea on your own
Sight Words:
Three Right Called Each See Who Which Other
Now From About Island How Number Their Way
Of Could Many People Would Certain Upon
First Two Water

Suffixes:
-ment: action/result of Example: development
-able: capable of being Example: adjustable
-less: without something Example: homeless
-ness: state or quality Example: calmness
-ible: capable of being Example: reducible
-ous: having qualities of Example: famous
-ish: having characteristics of
Example: bluish
-al: pertaining to
Example: educational
-or: a person who is something Example: counselor
-ant: tending to
Example: occupant

